
Be proactive
Real-world fleet operations are capital-intensive, and
success hinges on how well companies track and
manage their vehicles and capitalize on opportunities
for productivity and cost-per-mile savings. Proactively
managing performance is more important than ever.
And with all the pressures enterprises contend with to
deliver optimal results, management of their assets 
is critical.

Whether those assets are truck, bus, utility,
construction, heavy equipment, commercial
transportation, or rail fleets, they need the backing of
technology that can help drive rapid results.

Infor can help
Infor® has more than 25 years of experience in
enterprise asset management (EAM), and Infor EAM
Fleet Management has a proven track record for
delivering innovation and value to leading companies
managing fleets. This best-in-class, feature-rich asset
and maintenance component makes it easier to
process warranty claims, and better manage tires and
fuels. Vehicle performance also improves through more
comprehensive maintenance.

With Infor EAM Fleet Management, your company can
track physical assets, schedule preventive and
predictive maintenance, manage spare parts, and
create paperless business processes with handheld
technology. Not only that, its modular design makes
this dynamic component easy to tailor to your 
particular needs.

Boost production; slash costs
Companies around the globe rely on Fleet
Management to optimize the efficiency of their fleets,
and to reap the benefits of greater fleet performance
and lower downtime for increased productivity and
savings. Fleet Management does this by helping
organizations like yours reduce breakdowns, track
repair histories, and create dependable management
of asset warranties. It allows you to track vehicle
maintenance, improve tire management, and track
warranty information using these key features:

Vehicle maintenance reporting standards (VMRS)

With the automatically populated VMRS standard codes
provided by Fleet Management, you can accurately
track your maintenance activities for all the vehicles in
your fleet and profit from enhanced reporting.

Infor EAM Fleet Management

"We now recover in excess of $1
million in warranties."

—Jeff Vogstad, Project Manager, 
Coast Mountain Bus Company



Fuel management

Handle on-site fuel inventory with greater ease and
efficiency. On top of that, by integrating Fleet
Management with fuel card management systems, you
can also track your company’s vehicles, fuel, oil, and 
other fluid.

Tire management

Benefit from pinpoint tracking—capture data for each tire,
such as ID, description, accrued cost, and work order
history for each vehicle to better manage your tire assets.
You can also track all casing through the re-treading
process, crediting the unused portion of tire life to 
vehicle history.

Warranties

Lower overall costs by immediately flagging warranty
repairs for vehicle, component, or replacement parts, as
well as any asset of a major subsystem when opening a
work order. You’ll also have the ability to automatically
create a warranty claim to your supplier.

See results now
Infor EAM Fleet Management drives greater fleet
performance and profitability for forward-thinking
transportation companies by helping them better track
and manage their fleets. Capitalize on this comprehensive
component to:

•    Maximize vehicle lifecycles by reducing breakdowns.

•    Track repair histories.

•    Operate safely and efficiently.

•    Create dependable management of asset warranties.

•    Boost earnings and available operating capital.

•    Adapt quickly to changing capital markets.
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About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn
more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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